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CRWF BOOTS IN THE GROUND

LEADING THE WAY TO
COEXISTENCE IN HAND
WITH THE COMMUNITY

October started full of action! During the first week of the 
month, our conservation team members along with SINAC 
rangers hiked to the top of the Tenorio Volcano on a very import-
ant field expedition. The goal clear, implement an intensive 
biodiversity survey for which we set up 21 camera traps to expand 
our wildlife monitoring network. Who knows what surprises we 
will have when we return to collect and review the data! We went 
also to look for amphibians, and check for the recently discovered 

frog Tlalocohyla celeste, for now it only 
exists inside the 7 hectares of the Tapir 
Valley wetland.
In the Talamanca Highlands different 
feline scat samples have been collected 
for genetic analysis. We also placed 

camera traps in the forest, poultry houses, and trout tanks where 
oncilla-human conflict has been reported. A total of 7,988 
photos and 1,453 videos were obtained, which will be analyzed in 
November by Oncilla team.

We are studying and addressing people-wildlife 
interactions (tapir, small cats, manatee, amphibians and 
quetzals), specially the ones that might cause conflict or 
the ones that mean an opportunity for ecotourism. We 
are designing and building low-cost infrastructure to 
keep small cats and other predators away from livestock 
to reduce future conflict.
To address the tapir-people conflict we signed 
agreements with farmers and installed 5 electric fences 
around cucumber and bean crop-fields. According to 
local farmers "this is the most effective tool to keep 
tapirs away from the crops", and it's taking us closer to 
human-tapir coexistence!

A FIELDTRIP
BEYOND YOUR
IMAGINATION

Jose, Oncilla conservation coordinator
working with poultry and

trout farmers setting camera traps
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COLLABORATION TO
ACHIEVE SUCCESS

EDUCATION FOR THE PRESENT AND FUTURE!

Our tapir team, attended to the Bairds Tapir Survival 
Alliance (BTSA) meeting in Mexico.We shared our 
actions, challenges, opportunities and results from the last 
2 years in Nai Conservation; we learned from experts from 
Panama, Nicaragua, Honduras, Belize and Mexico. A 
regional coexistence planning workshop was held to define 
the BTSA theory of change. This is essential to secure 
collaboration and ultimately healthy tapir populations in all 
Mesoamerica.
Our team working on Jicaro Danto restoration shared an 
exchange experience with Osa Conservation (OC) where 
they learned about the forest restoration processes that OC 
have been implementing over the last years to save the  
endangered trees of the Osa peninsula. This visit opened 
new collaboration opportunities to improve endangered 
tree species rescue and reproduction efforts. 
Collaboration is key to protect wildlife!

Our education team put together an Education Activity Guide 
and it was shared with the rest of BTSA team members. 
SALVA DANTAS is back with new activities and more 
children have been involved in the process. During  
september “Tapir Festival” in Tenorio- Miravalles  
biological Corridor, we were invited to carry out  ducational 
activities in 3 public local schools as part of the festival 
activities. More than 20 new children participated. All the 

way to the North Caribbean, the 
Seacow team implemented public 
awareness and education activities 
to celebrate the manatee and the 
people who coexist with the 
species. In total 14 children went 
through the process, this means a 
lot for an abandoned and isolated 
small community!

SALVA DANTAS
CAME BACK
WITH MORE
NEW
ENGAGING
EXPERIENCES

SOFI AND JORGE PRESENTING NAI CONSERVATION 2 YEAR RESULTS IN MÉXICO.
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ART FOR ENDANGERED
SPECIES CONSERVATION

CITIZEN SCIENCE

Sometimes we get our hands dirty with mud other
times with paint. The members of the community
have been very happy and satisfied with the
completion of the mural, which gives color and joy
to a key space in the community. This 220m2 mural is
located on the main wall of the multipurpose room,
in front of the community center, and 50 meters
away from the local school. Here all basketball
games, community parties and meetings are held.
This has strengthen our relations with the
Herradura de Rivas community which will help us
to implement better conservation actions. Now
more local communities have local wildlife as their
symbols and motivation!

The citizen science project “Vida entre Volcanes” is more 
active than ever! Over 15 local young persons have been 
volunteering in setting up 20 new camera trap stations in 
Tenorio-Miravalles Biological Corridor and assisted in two 
tapir captures. By the end of october they had 7992 
iNaturalist observations since the 
project was created, representing 
over 1903 different species.
Last month the local leaders of 
Vida entre Volcanes implemented 
the third community night walk, 
more than 30 community 
members were able to know the 
newly discovered and critically 
endangered Tlalocohyla celeste.

GET TO MEET
THE NEW FROG
SPECIES!
THE THIRD
COMMUNITY
NIGHT WALK
WITH TLALOC
CONSERVATION.

PATRICIA PAINTING THE NEW HERRADURA DE RIVAS 
WILDLIFE MURAL TO STRENGTHEN ONCILLA 
CONSERVATION COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
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CR WILDLIFE
Work to ensure the prevalence of wildlife and its habitat 

through interdisciplinary and communitybased stable 
conservation initiatives that promote coexistence and 

improve decision-making.

BE PART OF
THE ACTION!
Contact us to learn how to participate and support 
CRWF's conservation actions accross Costa Rica.

"It reminded us all of why we do what we do. It set the precedent
for having more energy for the rest of the month, exploring more

places, having ideas and dreaming more."

-Valeria Aspinall, on the Tenorio Volcano expedition

FROM CONVERSATION 
TO

CONSERVATION ACTION
Protecting wildlife and forests can be challenging and 
stressful, so the San Jeronimo Patrolling Brigade decided 
to turn a meeting into a team building retreat to improve 
the working atmosphere and define common strategies to 
keep on going. It was a success! The San Jerónimo patrol
brigade was strengthened.
We are now about to place signs around the 
Tenorio-Miravalles prevent illegal acts from occurring on key 
properties for tapir connectivity. These local community 
members are already implementing SMART patrolling in 
their properties. This is real community-based action!

"Collaborative work
actually help to 
strengthen
a teams' union."

-Jimmy Barrantes
SMART OFFICER




